
WHY YOUR BRAND
NEEDS TO ACE THE
CONVERSATIONAL

MARKETING
STRATEGY!



Introduction

Ongoing discussions have the ability to move purchasers through your
marketing & sales funnel in a quicker and more successful manner. It
supports connections and creates genuine encounters with purchasers.
We should investigate how conversational marketing technique is a
resource and why your image needs to nail this section of present-day
promoting.



CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING
IN A NUTSHELL
Conversational
marketing is a
personalized
approach to doing
business digitally
by using the power
of one question at
a time. 

You can ask
website visitors
different questions
based on their
previous answers
through this
automated medium

Though many
brands have started
using this marketing
approach, some
lack the tact
required in making
this a productive
avenue



WHAT’S NEW WITH
CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING?
This artificial driven
marketing
technology has
been around for a
long time but lately,
it has proven to be
a positive market
disruptor

90% of consumers
prefer using
conversational
marketing over
emails owing to its
quick and engaging
nature

Conversational
marketing averages
a 54% read rate &
26% response rate
as compared to
email’s which is at
16% & 3%
respectively

https://www.theimpulsedigital.com/blog/how-to-use-augmented-reality-for-empowering-your-digital-marketing-strategy/


HOW CONVERSATIONAL
MARKETING IS EVOLVING THE
WAY YOUR CUSTOMERS BUY?



REVOLUTIONIZING
MESSAGING
PLATFORMS 

WhatsApp are banking on chatbots
because an interactive environment
promotes continuous engagement with
real-time interactions

We can expect a vast number of
conversational messaging applications
to be launched in the coming year that
will further engage and transform
conversational advertising



AN ENGAGING
CONVERSATIONAL
FRAMEWORK

Conversational marketing has become
the go-to strategy for driving customer
engagement, improving customer
experience, and growing revenue

implementing an engage-understand-
recommend framework in your
conversational marketing strategy is the
innovative approach

https://www.theimpulsedigital.com/blog/did-you-know-customer-experience-is-the-new-marketing-tool/


FOCUS ON
ACQUIRING
CUSTOMER DATA
AND OPTIMIZING
THE CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE 

Data gathered through AI-backed
conversational marketing will be the
driving force of customer acquisition

It all boils down to delivering an
unparalleled experience to customers
through conversational marketing



Final Verdict

Conversational Marketing causes organizations to feel individual once
more. You become familiar with a great deal about your purchasers that
permits you to make an information organization, abbreviate your
business cycle and develop your business pipeline. You convert more
leads and better leads as conversational marketing utilizes designated
informing and wise chatbots to draw in with potential clients when they're
on your site

To know more about conversational marketing, click here

https://www.theimpulsedigital.com/blog/why-your-brand-needs-to-ace-the-conversational-marketing-strategy/
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